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 This update introduces a number of improvements and bug fixes, including the added ability to view multiple instruments simultaneously and enabled recording of the soundcard directly in the Control Panel. Description : This is the latest version of SoundSpot 2, introducing a redesigned user interface and easier setup of the synth. New features include the ability to load sounds from your hard drive
and record sound from the soundcard. Description : As of now the sound library allows you to load 15 instruments. This release is focused on enhancing the features and compatibility with third-party host programs. New features include the ability to cycle between all loaded instruments, the ability to save the sound file location, a more detailed help file, faster startup, new controls layout and a more
simplified user interface. Description : This is the first official release of SoundSpot3. It includes many new features and performance improvements, including a redesigned user interface, a new user sound profile and the new SoundSpot3 Multi-Instrument Editor, allowing you to record multiple instruments at once and also to synchronize loops and the effect send routings. Description : SoundSpot3

2 is the latest update of the SoundSpot3 plugin for recording sound effects in any Mix (or any other host program) and exporting them directly to SoundSpot2. This updated version of the plugin comes with a bunch of new features and changes, including a redesigned user interface, a new MIDI map for easier setup and the new SoundSpot3 Multi-Instrument Editor. Description : SoundSpot 3 is
SoundSpot's professional recording and editing solution for sound effects, including the ability to load and edit soundfiles. Description : SoundSpot3 is SoundSpot's professional recording and editing solution for sound effects, including the ability to load and edit soundfiles. Description : SoundSpot 3 is SoundSpot's professional recording and editing solution for sound effects, including the ability to
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